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Name Directions: addition to 18

6 + 7 = 7 + 7 = 9 + 9 =

8 + 4 = 5 + 6 = 7 + 5 =

9 + 7 = 9 + 8 = 9 + 6 =

8 + 6 = 8 + 8 = 8 + 3 =

9 + 2 = 7 + 3 = 8 + 5 =



Name Directions: Read and answer the questions.

A little gray kitten played 

with the ball of yarn and 

got all tangled up in knots.

1. Who played with the 

yarn? _______________

2. What kind of kitten was 

it? ___________________

3. What did she play with?

_______________

4. What shape was the      

yarn? ________________

5. How did the kitten end   

up? _________________

Spotty, a goofy brown pup, 

ran around the yard and 

pounced on his chew toy.

1. What color was the 

puppy? ___________

2. What was he doing in 

the yard?____________

3. Why did he stop 

running? _______________

4. What kind of toy?

___________

5.   What does pounce    

mean? _______________



Name Directions: Circle the correct time.
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Name Directions: Circle the correct answer

The room that belongs to 

Greg

Gregs’ room     Gregs room    Greg’s room

The box that belongs to 

Rickey

Rickeys’s box     Rickey’s box    Rickeys box

The truck that belongs to 

Dad

Dad’s truck      Dads truck      Dads’s truck

The team that belongs to 

Amanda

Amandas team       Amanda’s team  

The rider that belongs to 

that horse

horse’s rider    horses rider     horses’s rider

The blanket that belongs 

to the baby

babys blanket       baby’s blanket  

The trunk that belongs to 

the elephant

elephants trunk      elephant’s truck

The hat that belongs to 

Bob

Bob’s hat        Bobs’ hat       Bobs hat



Name Directions: Color each box on the left a different
color then color matching problems. 

10 7 + 7 5 + 5 9 + 9

12 9 + 9 8 + 8 6 + 6

14 5 + 5 6 + 6 8 + 8

16 9 + 9 7 + 7 5 + 5

18 6 + 6 8 + 8 7 + 7



Name Directions: Listen for the vowel sound 

and circle long or short.

flag light vest

map crime sweet

shade soap cute

clamp frost suit

wink leave bunch

twice beans crust
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Name Directions: circle odd or even

56 34 98 77

29 63 32 84

16 45 57 92

64 76 85 61
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Name Directions: Divide the compound 

words into two smaller words.

butterfly

moonlight

handout

rainbow

sometime

everyone

backpack

today



Name Directions: Write the numbers that

come before and after.

19

48

62

57

43

30

27

12

38

75

98

84



Name Directions: Write the vowels sounds of 

the underlined words using the key.

long a LA short a SA

long e LE short e SE

long i LI short i SI

long o LO short o SO

long u LU short u SU

What kind is that vine? LI

Please loan me your boat.

Jack dropped his bag.

Teddy has the list in his fist.

The chest is by the bed.

I think my soap will float.

The tent has a bent pole.

Kate has a blue vase.

The baby mule is cute.

We got stuck in the mud.

His suit is blue.

The white belt is mine.

Jeff slid and cut his lip.

I found a little green seed.

Patty lost her dog.



Name Directions:  Write the answer in the 

box.

1. There were 10 pups. 4 

were black. How many 

were brown?

2. There were 10 pups. 3 

were black. How many 

were brown?

3. There were 10 pups. 8 

were black. How many 

were brown?

4. There were 10 pups. 9 

were black. How many 

were brown?

5. There were 10 pups. 5 

were black. How many 

were brown?

6. There were 10 pups. 2 

were black. How many 

were brown?

7. There were 10 pups. 7 

were black. How many 

were brown?

8. There were 10 pups. 6 

were black. How many 

were brown?



Name Directions: Circle 3 rhyming words.

1. The bug was on the green rug by the mug.

2. Sam will drink the pink soda in a wink.

3. Ty will file this pile for awhile.

4. The men found the pen in his den.

5. There is not light at night for our sight.

6. The pair of dogs left hair on the chair.

7. Jace needs to keep pace in the race.

8.  The sheep will leap over the jeep.

9. Stan got a fan and then ran home.

10. Toby wrote a note about his new coat.


